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Stop Wasting Time & Effort For New Customers When Your Current Ones Can Make You Rich! Learn

How To Generate Massive Cash Not By Pulling In New Prospects But To Keep Your Loyal Customers

Close To You And Constantly Stuffing Cash Into Your Pockets! From: Timm Miller Dear Friend, Have you

ever purchased a product and somehow felt that it would be the last time you bought something from that

place? Did you somehow feel neglected by the salesman and once you made a purchase, they didn't

want to have anything to do with you? Unfortunately, many customers out there feel the same. They get

the idea that all the business does is grab their hard earned pay and ask them to scoot after that. The

truth is, sometimes customers make a purchase from a sales guy based on trust alone. You see, your

prospects and customers are human too. They want to deal with someone they know they can trust and

will always give them value and be honest with them at all times. And this is where as a business owner

you'll need to have to start looking at building a customer list so you can not only connect with your target

audience, but also transform your skeptical subscribers into die-hard customers, and other advantages of
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having a subscriber list include: You can save loads of time and effort in trying to reel in new customers

Imagine you have a list of a few hundred customers. All you'll need to do should you have a new product

they would be interested in is just to blast an email out to all of them, and you'll have a substantial amount

of cash even without having to source for new customers! Build trust with your current subscribers &

customers Offer them value, tips, freebies and trust me, they will love you for it! The more they trust you,

or rather, become your loyal customers, the more likely they are to make any purchase from you at the

drop of a hat without hesitation! This will give you a massive advantage over other new marketers who

keep trying to rope in new customers day after day not knowing why their profits remain stagnant! The

next question you'll probably throw at me is: Sounds well and good but how do I build a list? I have no

inkling where to start or what resources I need to work on! Well, there's no need to worry. You see, when

I started out building my own list, it was done the hard way. I had to spend heaps of cash on half baked

list building ebooks which taught me squat. I was fortunate enough to have been sponsored to go for a

marketing course (worth thousands!) where I discovered where I was missing it and what needed change.

One year onwards and a couple of tweaks and I easily pull in four figure sums from my lists alone! And

you're going to discover how to use the exact same model I did to generate me such awesome profits.

Introducing: Email Marketing Secrets Unlike most of the other list building guides out there which talk only

about a couple of basic steps, slapping on an autoresponder and hoping for the best, this guide will give

you a detailed and easy to understand method of utilizing the right resources and taking the right steps to

have a massive list of rabid, hungry buyers at your fingertips! You will discover effective techniques that

top marketers love to implement such as: * Tools needed to start off on your profitable list building

endeavors! * The main component of customer relations you'll need to know or your business will fall flat

on its face * Utilizing your list as your very own Public Relations team to announce new product launches!

* A special 'free gift' for your subscribers that is fun to read and makes them look forward to hearing from

you! * The system most marketers use to make sure their list is full of interested, hungry prospects and

not freebie seekers! * How you can still maximize your customer lists for extra profit juice even if your

company is not Internet-based! * A simple, effective way to discover if the product you're going to offer will

be a mega success or mega flop * Minor customer service boo-boos that will irritate and frustrate your

prospects, and how to avoid such situations! * Programs to help you discover if your email campaigns are

a roaring success or more improvements are needed. * The ultimate no-no of email marketing which



could cause you to close shop almost instantly * Combining email marketing and affiliate marketing for an

explosion of cash into your accounts! * Straightforward and effective methods of driving streams of

targeted, hungry buyers right into those lists... And much, much more! Wait - For A Limited Time, Get The

Full Video Series To This Course As Well! Are you a visual learner? Do you find learning much easier

when you are literally shown how to do something? If you do, you are not alone! How would you like to

watch a series of videos, that show you exactly, step-by-step, how to master the art of building a highly

responsive and gigantic subscribers list in just a few hours time? See here's the thing: I've decided to

convert the eBook to a complete video training series. As I want to make sure I'm able to deliver the

utmost quality to you, I spent close to one thousand dollars just to outsource the video creation to a

professional video producer. So here's what you get: You'll Get Over 1 Hour Of Step-By-Step Videos That

Show You How -- Right Before Your Eyes! The entire video series is presented using an easy

step-by-step process that anyone can follow. This awesome video training series will cut short your

learning curve and ensure you are able to pick up the skills with ease and skyrocket your results! In fact,

this email marketing video series is the most definitive course to bring your list building to the next level,

even if you have never been successful before! As mentioned earlier , I learnt the hard way of building up

a subscriber's list from scratch and it honestly was quite tedious running around and searching for the

right resources and making the entire thing work. And along the way I also wasted hundreds of dollars on

material, most of which was scammy and rubbish advice, and this guide took me weeks to complete, not

to mention some sleepless nights. I was tempted to charge you $47 and over, but that would be hypocrisy

as I want to walk the talk of building a profitable business for myself based on trust. Not to mention the

fact that I look forward to our probable relationship as customer and friend. So after some consideration,

I'm offering this comprehensive, no B.S guide to you for the low one time price of $4.47. In fact, even after

you've gotten your hands on this guide, you can always return it back if you feel it doesn't quite work out,

thanks to the: 30 DAY, STEEL AND IRON CLAD GUARANTEE The risk is totally on me, unless you are

absolutely thrilled with the results of this report then at any time within 30 days of purchase just contact

me and I will return every single penny. No questions asked, no hard feelings! That's our guarantee. Look

at it this way: $4.47 is a painless drop in the bucket when the methods and tactics in this guide could

bring you thousands of dollars in return, and not to mention a massive army of loyal, hungry customers!

By the way, $4.47 is my introductory price but once I find too many people using these solid traffic



generation tactics the price will increase. That's a given. I'm not going to ramble on about the importance

of list building because you know yourself that this is a better way of growing your business and

increasing your profits rather than always having to pull in new customers...and thanks to stiff competition

online, prospects would rather stick to merchants whom the trust to offer them value than anyone else.

Which is what Email Marketing Secrets will do for you, so simply click on the link above to Grab Your

Copy NOW! To Your Success, Timm Miller info@4-your-mind.com P.S Many newbies crash and burn just

after a couple of months, weeks or days of marketing because they don't know how to keep their

business expanding upwards. Don't be clueless and helpless like these guys...get your hands on this

fast-track system to success and start building your online empire now! Click here to order it before the

price goes up! P.P.S Why hesitate? With the 30 day money back guarantee there's no way you could lose

in this situation! Make your move now!
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